and denote by fe(x)r the field they generate over k. The same symmetric group G now acts on &(x)r by permuting the n sets among each other; that is, g(x,a) =xaii)a. The G-invariant elements are called multisymmetric functions, and again it is a classical result that the field kix)f they form can be generated by the elementary multisymmetric functions. (These are the coefficients of IJ(1+X;il7 + ' " ' +XirUr) when written out as a polynomial in the indeterminates Ua.) But if m, r>\, these elementary functions cannot be independent because there are more than Mr of them. Nevertheless,2
Theorem.
The field fe(x)r is a purely transcendental extension of k.
In the language of algebraic geometry, the n-fold symmetric product of a rational variety is again rational. Our proof, like most algebraic arguments, succeeds in both simplifying and effectively concealing the original geometric ideas which produced it.
Proof. We know it when r -1, so we assume r>l and use induction. By induction on r, we will prove the theorem if we can show that
First of all, the inclusion 3 holds, since the ti are G-invariant (because the system of equations is-or use Cramer's rule). So it is enough to show that k(x)T has degree re! over both fields in (2). For the left-hand field, this is clear by Galois theory. As for the right, we remark that the system (1) shows that 
